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Introduction: un-JENing jen

I was born 1973 with neuroblastoma, cancer, which appeared as a large tumor
across my spine that metastasized into the kidney. As things would have it,
I lived close to Stanford University, where they were doing experimental
total body radiation on adults. The cancer had spread, but my mom, raising my
brother and I alone, and the doctors figured I'd die anyway, so they made the
decision to blast the cancer. It worked! The radiation wiped out the cancer,
but left me with fried insides, insides that function more like an old lady
than a 38 year old.

Cancer left me with strong identifications with and attachments to the body.
Growing up, I hated it and, at the same time, fed off its sickness to satiate
the small sense of individuality I had, some thing that made me feel
special, and that was being a sick person. When I wasn't sick, I was making
myself sick. I was addicted to sick. The mind and body were only ever happy
to assist me in my addiction to sick. From birth to about 25 was a perfect
shit storm of chaos, you name it, I did it all to extremes, just like a
junkie, but I was an experience junkie. I couldn’t get enough of life in
extremes, however it came had to be better than it was, or something like
that. I dropped out of high school, ready for the next best thing.

I married a much older man as a young teenager, and in the course of the
brief marriage adopted a broken, abused 6 year-old special needs kid. I was
divorced and raising her by myself by 19. That was also its own shit storm of
perfect chaos, I'm sure you can imagine! She's 25 now and doing well in a
group home. Life is a grinder, we all seem to get pretty cut up here, but for
some it seems worse, the injuries of experiences are deep and often resist
healing. My daughter is a being who moves through the grinder, cuts be
damned, she still smiles. She is a real inspiration. Around 25, I had a
necessary intellectual awakening. Up until then, I was purely emotionally
driven, it was a necessary raw force to navigate the mire of being sick while
raising a kid as a kid myself. Though I've always been an avid reader, I had
no idea I was intelligent, school never interested me as much as chaos of my
inner-universe consumed me. Then, I went to college and everything clicked, I
thrived for the first time as I grew into an identity beyond sick and
surviving. At 27, I had the first spiritual awakening. I landed among a
collective of people called the Alliance of Divine Love. This was the first
taste of unconditional love for myself, love not based on fear or sickness,
but devotion to people. I became an ordained interfaith minister, and during
this time I studied religion, philosophy and art voraciously. It was the
first time in my life I was free of the compulsion to identify myself as sick
and inferior. Ha! I should be free here, but life has a sense of humor!

When I was 28, the radiation to the spine had taken its toll and it was
collapsing like an accordion. I could hardly walk or take a breath. In 2002,
as a senior in college, my spine was fused in a nine-hour surgery, in which a
new spine was constructed using two titanium rods that run the length of my
back creating a total fusion from neck to pelvis. Two more surgeries followed
to make adjustments. I spent many weeks in rehabilitation hospital,



relearning to walk twice. This unfolding brought a whole new energy, pain.
Constant physical pain. The ironic humor from the universe was being free of
the compulsion to want to be sick, now stuck with pain. BAH! For nearly
another decade I searched for peace in this body and peace in the mind. I
explored and mastered practices, became increasingly confident in knowledge,
studies teachings and scripture, but still, nothing felt solid, peace, when
found, was as fleeting as the next thought.

In 2006, I met my wife. And life became totally stable for the first time.
Love flowed freely between my heart and another's, the natural innocence of
being in love fostered a trust I had never known. The great thing about
stable relationships is they reflect the broken places gently, non-
threateningly. And with all of this deep, beautiful love in my life, I
wondered to myself, why was I always sabotaging it with thoughts and
thinking? Why was I always afraid and insecure? Why was I always looking for
something? What was it I was even looking for?

At this point, I got pissed, angry! Like “what the fuck”?! I made it this
far, to live a fairytale life and I am the one thing keeping me from being
happy. Why? WHY? I'd been dabbling with self-inquiry for quite some time, and
conceptually I knew I wasn't the content of my thoughts, but I didn't live
it. About a year ago, in 2011 on the heels of detoxing cold-turkey from a
strong narcotic pain medication, I pulled a trigger that would change my life
radically. With a fierce and unyielding commitment, I also detoxed cold-
turkey from mind and body, from all sense of identity and from a lifetime of
conditioning using guerrilla self-inquiry. It was like setting off an atomic
bomb, the blast left all thoughts exposed, it set fire to everything inside.
Everything was picked apart, no though went without a proper shakedown. All
the false intellectual and spiritual identities were burned. All tight
beliefs investigated, unwound and dissolved. The mind went from a nasty rabid
dog biting itself to death, to an obedient servant, a servant I now know as a
friend. And thanks be to my wife, if I hadn't been in such a loving, stable
home, I would have surely gone to the loony bin, every day was a kind of
madness, and everyday the madness got deeper. But I never turned back, even
as the shame, pain, and guilt came forward for inspection, I did not turn my
back. I sat with it. I looked at it. And I loved it into emptiness. Until,
after about 4 months, I came back, not like I wasn't there the whole time,
but a kind of frequency came back with the intense inquiry I was doing. The
inquiry had become so mechanical, it was like waking up from a dream, but the
new reality, kind of a frequency, was one in which all thoughts and
perceptions, experiences were witnessed rather than experienced. It was
weirdly weird. I was in a kind of acclimation period for another two months,
six months of total weirdness.

Here I am. I am totally present, free. I am Self in primacy, and it is quite
exceptional and equally ordinary. I'm writing a lot, this is how the book
you’re reading came about. I don't know what this is all about or why it is
happening, and I’m good with not knowing anything anymore. The closer I am to
knowing, the further I am from truth, because truth can’t be known. It is
lived. It is alive, in this now arising as god, love, rigpa, peace, brahman,
presence, all these words point to a truth that is WAY more vast and dynamic
than anything we can ever know with the mind- and we are that. It doesn’t



than anything we can ever know with the mind- and we are that. It doesn’t
make me special knowing this, it makes me natural. It is enough to be here,
a natural being, a friend to the one reading these words, an ordinary being
representing nothing special, offering nothing special to know. This is an
invitation to be. Being here is more than enough for a wayward gimp like me
who stumbled onto knowing self as the eternal presence behind it all.

Standing in unbreakable love,

jen peer rich,



hear ye

June 1, 2011 //

My chunky monkeymind is hereby fasting on a hearty diet of liquid silence.
Its persistent overindulging on the sweet fruits of now has become
uncomfortably evident. And though we often lay around bloated with
imaginings, beneath it all dwells the right to a clean lean present moment.
Posted: June twenty01, in the year of our soar.



a thousand times a day, this is how i am reborn.

July 5, 2011 //

The light of pure consciousness burns through the tattered cage and the bird
is free to fly. Surveying the contours of this empty home, I set the cage on
fire so that it remembers nothing. Perched upon the precipice of freedom, the
heat intoxicates my body leaned back to breathe deeply the wild winds of
change. Confidently I reach for the currents …expanding before me and… I
leap! from the burning cage and ascend into now. Bliss. I am free. I am
stardust remembered. I am the universe reflecting love upon itself-
everything and nothing. I witness the mind and body carrying on, but I am
unaffected soaring on the expansive offerings of perfect presence. So many
things to love. So many loves to celebrate. So many celebrations to attend.



peering into me

July 12, 2011 //

You know if I don’t go back, I’ll never be here. Really here. Free to soar.

Scribbled 3×5 cards with words from silence, seed packets of wisdom and
envelopes filled with bravery tucked neatly into secure folds for the trek
back into me. I’m going inside, fueled by the power of now while carrying
something to share with the each of the girls inside that dwell in the
painful places of then.

I bring her forgiveness and release, listening as she begs for attention. She
feels unsafe, unheard, she always screams to be heard. She needs this. I need
it. Truth is in it for the long haul, this intricate path I’m on without a
map. It’s best to start at the beginning.

I discover all her secret places. So many cracks that crafty girl hides in.
She’s built dozens of dirty houses with failing supports held up by long
vines of mind-made-self all embellished by sharp thorns inside. Spots where
she’s protected from all of it. She keeps herself busy in too many dark
forests of shame, singing forgotten hymns of freedom to watchful birds
above.

Still, I visit every place to remember what I know. Demolishing each house
she owns with hammers of certainty, broadcasting seeds to till on this
fertile land with the merciful hands of a universe deeply in love with her,
right here as it is. I illuminate her backwoods with the bright light of
peace carved out of every shady tree that falls. I take those roots and
fashion them confidently into beautiful fineries with which I decorate my
spirit.

I hold her tight. I love her like she deserves to be loved. As she is loved.
She is Love itself. As she has always been loved despite the desperate
whisperings of a mind devoted to the past. Together we clear the path
because we will not hide anymore. I bring her gently from way back when, to a
place where she dances to the steady beat of this moment, so that I can be
here now.

I’ll get back to you, where the air is clean, where you stand on the tippy
tip of now. Wait for me. Watch the skies as I travel from here to there and
back again and again. I bet you’ll know when the last girl inside arrives,
when I am free to fly.



a thousand times a day, this is how I die

July 15, 2011 //

The rich soil of decay is perfect for growing, it is a generous friend.
Death delivers the sweet tang of transition. Propulsion. Evolution. What was
curled up tightly, cocooned in the wonder of what is. Sparks of light
generate a most deafening silence. I am observing the perfect present moment
in its infinite wonder of Beingness. Peering upon the world with curious eyes
that see for the first… time. A hungry mouth tasting everything with a fresh
tongue. Consciousness fondling the boundaries of the cosmos like a child in a
field of poppies. Consumed by the sweet smell of Grace finally arriving to
the party. Resurrected, so that I can breathe the crisp clean air of a
quantum space in time.



38 years in this body

July 15, 2011 //

I AM observing this perfect present moment. Knowing being is everything.
Still, my mind stands guard. My mind like a sophisticated queen bee in a hive
whose time has come. Her tired children, born of thought, buzz from here to
there. Her thoughts commit to work each day, because that’s just what they
do. She can’t get rid of this pervading smell of decay her cells know by
heart- it’s everywhere. She knows this, her body altered from the fight. She
is exposed. Another child of thought dies. My mind screams to me, “If not me,
who are you then?!” I smile reassuringly and tell her “I am. And that is
enough.



i am therefore i think

July 15, 2011 //

I thought I was who I thought I was, but who I am, is not. I am none of it.
And still the whole of it. But, I am not who I think myself to be. Thoughts
form just to dissolve in presence like salt back to eARTh.

I think. Therefore I am what I think. I think, therefore I am unconscious.
You think. You think you know who you are?

Take two mental steps to the center and envision everything you know about
yourself.

Play: close your eyes like mine and drive down the road that connects mind to
being.

What do you know? Is that so? Imagine you- only to find out its all been an
illusion. All of it. Everything you’ve thought, everything you’ve wanted,
craved, needed, everything you believe–not real. All ghosts. Ghostly thoughts
skulking in the world of mind are dead.

Suddenly the flower yells out, “presence is alive!”

Illuminated by the beauty in every single inch of life!

Inspired by realities nimble on their feet.

Time is no longer dependable. Maybe yesterday happened, but maybe it didn’t.
The past is born of mind and it’s impressions keep getting lost in
translation. As for the future, all those dreamy dreams we had? The sun will
come out, tomorrow- bet your bottom dollar? More mind gone wild. Think about
it: yep. That’s the one. All white lies of mind.

|
Mind DisIdentification.

Body DisMembering.
|

How do you feel in the moment you realize you are not who you think you are?
Riiiiiiiiight ….there.

Beloved, be here with me. If I tell you I am an amalgamated Buddha Jesus
Christ Mohammed meditating a tin can smoking a huge cigar- will you believe
me or will you believe I’ve gone mad too?

(Preface that what I believe about what I am about to sing is an illusion:
only presence is trusted.)

Here is the song: wear your radiant consciousness inside out and bow at the



Here is the song: wear your radiant consciousness inside out and bow at the
altar of quality moments. Cloak your spirit in radiant presence adorned by
wisdom and response.

We are present- you and me, right here right now. We dance in beautiful
communion with reality. We celebrate the very center of beingness. I see you.
You sublime creation of this present moment. However that moment got here,
it’s perfect. However it leaves from here: it departs in perfection. You.
Perfection. Yes. You.

Beautiful you, alive in presence. Free of remembering. Free of imagining.
Free of stories.

The thoughtful ego bows to the true master in presence and returns the
constantly contorting mind to the shed for reorganization.

We are free from an incessantly chattering mind for the first time.

Thoughts wax and wane but the sky is always clear. We are pure conscious
awareness eagerly unfolding moments of time with grace.

Yes, be here with me. Stay in this bliss with me, beloved. Let’s light each
moment on fire.



dead space- beyond the mind

July 17, 2011 //

Submerged under generations of lies, it becomes harder and harder to see the
light above. I vanish into seductive thoughts about my own unworthiness.
Mental paradigms chatter on and on and on about loving my body by betraying
it. A lifetime of lies built on a foundation of false attachments, suffering
and separation. My mind is a fertile whore murdered again and again by her
children born of illusion and we are all drowning in this madness. It is a
good time to die.



god knows!

November 22, 2011 //

In passing I overhear someone say, “God knows my heart.”

It’s not the place to make the observation in that moment, so I gather words
here as an offering to the Beloved Collective. So true, there is no need for
translating the self to Source. God knows my heart. But, go further. God
doesn’t just know me, God experiences me.

In the waking light of consciousness, entire galaxies cheer in resonance with
my hearts grateful vibration. God is awareness in this moment -Present with
what is- experiencing these thoughts and words as I do- forms dissolving into
radiant silent Buddha Mind. The fears I harbor in my heart are likewise
harbored in the heart of the collective unconscious. The pain in my body is
pain searing through the body of Christ. The ecstasy in my body is ecstasy
pulsing through the compassionate veins of the Heavenly Mother. My breath is
the very breath of Krishna blissing out on life as I am blissing out on life.
I am not alone lost in the world of illusion- the details of my being are
the very details of the universe unfolding unto itself.

I Am the I Am- a conduit among many disseminating the mysteries of existence.
We are champions flowing to and from that which we are. Our awakening is one
in the same.



she sculpted with nothing but love

November 29, 2011 //

Yes, this old jalopy of a body is not what it seems- it is truly a magical
and holy healing machine. Never a moment in 38 years of living have I wished
I hadn’t been born with cancer and or had to deal with the late-effects of
treatments. I know it as an abundant, transformative gift that just keeps
giving.

I find gifts in the aftermath, gifts cloaked in illusions begging to be
exposed through the journey of disentangling soul from stories. In the light
of consciousness, none of it is who I am.

There are gifts to be found in the heart of a lifetime of physical
suffering. In times of pain, the Universe sweeps me into its healing
kaleidoscopes of Light where the body is restored again and again. It never
gives up in reminding me that I am. And that I am is whole.

When the mind begins to occupy itself with mad imaginings, it is the ever-
willing hands of Presence delivering it back to sanity.

This is a beautiful lifetime of collecting treasures in the intimate dance
with Mother God through the challenges of life. Bliss- consciousness dancing
with the rhythms of being alive!

Beloved Source, my Comforter, my Nursemaid and constant Companion- you love
me so completely. I am left with no choice but to sculpt these gifts into
something brilliant for You.



we are the coming of the light

December 22, 2011 //

Wheels always turn and seasons dance to their own ancient beats. Dawn breaks
and the light returns the spirit of revelation. Sure-footed in Divine Love,
we are lit one by one like holy candles upon the Universes Grand Altar. Our
hearts reemerge from this cycle in celebration knowing our own perfect and
pure consciousness.



to my beloved collective

December 25, 2011 //

I offer myself as a paradox operating inside of infinite paradigms. Know
that my intent is Oneness, but still my actions are contradictions and
exercises in separation. I conversely unfold in infinitely interesting ways.

The mind and its shadows playing with distorted shapes. Sometimes I get lost
in bright shapes. Shapes dissolve and become formless in the light of
consciousness reflecting the uneven in an even land.

For a moment I am a flower blossoming on the fractal branches of wisdom, the
sun warming my awakening. I am admiring my beautiful intricacies, absorbing
dew upon the skin of this present moment- I am growing! Swept up by the
winds of enlightenment free to fly.

Suddenly I am a hungry earthbound child again, full of self-doubt lost in
the mind and its illusions. I push and pull thoughts like taffy- binging on
the sweetness of madness. I am compulsively sick but still the ego keeps
shoving thoughts down the throat of Now. Maybe I just like being sick?

Just to spit it all out, illusions purged by the wise woman crone who knows
it is all just a lie. I clean this cosmic body completely in the bliss of the
universe, sustained by generous expressions of Love. I am here now.

Lost and found again and again- sorting it all out in many constellations,
the awakening never ends. I peel away the layers of my celestial legacy,
unceasingly unfolding in support of a great organic Mystery.



my unbirthday

January 9, 2012 //

Appear in this world of form again in 1973- forgetting my eternal Self. Time
winds the mind body identities painfully tight.

29 years lost in the dream, searching for peace in the illusion of things and
thoughts.

Finally stirred by a series of events, I accept an invitation to peer beyond
blind acceptance of the madness I had created.

One taste of the sweet knower within and it is enough to ignite an
insatiable craving for the Real.

Almost 10 years pursuing awakening from the insane dream. A decade of
unwinding, of desiring and investigating- exploring Self in the light of
honest revelation, through the loving light of an inner-guru and a conviction
that something magnificent was unfolding.

Indeed.

38 years to once again embrace the ancient Self that has and will always be.
I have missed you old friend. The truth of being has never been born and will
never die. I dwell in the emptiness that comes with knowing the potential of
each moment. Wholly connected, it took 38 years to find Self again, to know
this peace untouched by the world of time, body, mind, form and sense.

38 years ago, in 1973, I forgot who I Am, but I remember now- pure silent
awareness lovingly aware of itself.

Celebration!! Today is my unbirthday- I’m throwing the most epic party and I
will call it a lifetime.



good job, Self!

January 13, 2012 //

Being born with cancer and living through the aftermath, I sense the Real was
rather confident I would take this earth journey seriously- first winding
the human body identity painfully tight and then through unwinding,
rejecting the human body as identity fundamentally.



what do i know about you?

January 16, 2012 //

I know you are a conscious cosmic machine having the unique experience of
Being in Love.

In your reflection I see the best of me- thank you for that.

Though there are cloudy days and sometimes storms, the Real in you? Your sun
always shines bright.

The most important thing about you (your inner-Self) cannot be affected by
anything that might be going down on this earth journey. For you, it’s all
just the awesome experience of being alive!

You are doing your very best for the very best, and I trust this about you.

There is no thing you can do or state you will achieve to make things
better- you are full completion right now, just as it is.

And believe it or not, that is more than enough to bliss out on today. I
know you know this too.



where are you?

January 17, 2012 //

As experiences come and go, you remain steady in Self.

I see you dancing wildly with consciousness as it is, unaffected by the
gawking onlookers of memory and imagination- let them sulk! You flow freely
and playfully with the Real.

I love hanging out with you, though sometimes I forget where I am and, when I
reach out, your proximity to the Now is consistent, you are a gentle reminder
we are steadfast presence.

There you are situated at the precipice of perfection- even when others
cannot conceive of the world as you conceive of it in its wisdom- you know,
you totally freaking Know! Everything is as it should be -it’s all good-
with out and within.

I love the way you close each door thoughtfully and with gratitude- each
moment a door to walk through in confidence and completion.

I see you there, seated curiously at the axis of all creation and all
destruction, the passion plays of karma and dharma unfold, and as you
observe, you know- you just Know! …it is all form dissolving and what
remains, the timeless and formless, that is the home you know as your own…
it’s where you always are.



on finding peace

January 18, 2012 //

For a moment I reflect on the chunk of this lifetime I spent searching,
believing peace was just around the corner if I meditated enough or loved
myself harder or spent time with the right teaching or did some such thing
more.

This is the madness of trying to find peace in the world, thoughts and
thinking.

The mind can only ever know past and future. Thoughts set up this awful cycle
of constantly searching for what it identifies as the concept of peace, but
it never gets there, because by nature, it cannot.

Thinking is determined by the illusions of time- memory and imagination.

The pressure I’ve exerted on this feeble mind of mine expecting it to be as
peaceful and constant as the whole of timeless creation!

The mind is a beautiful instrument, but it is not an identity nor will it
ever arrive upon peaceful shores, though it believes that it is almo—>st
there.

There is no doing or thinking to know peace.

Out of the mind, into this moment, this is where unshakable peace is.

The peace defining this moment, free of mind, is constant, abundantly full
and the doorway to a realm of Being that isn’t defined by endless searching.



label me, label you

January 19, 2012 //

We arrive in this lifetime with a super fancy labeling gun called the mind.
It exists to label- that is its nature and it is exceptionally efficient at
the job it was born to do- label the world.

I see the thing ::::moving: outside that thing :::::window: and the label gun
scribes- bird! Swoooooosh, a universe is born:

birdLove
birdSacred
birdRed
birdFence

From the point in which the label is made- ‘bird’ ‘I’, dog, god, success,
war, pain- from the moment it exits the gun, the label becomes a universe of
thoughts and attachments.

Universes of thinking, no matter how vast and seemingly real, are not real.
They are based on a collection of memories, images, expectations, imaginings,
fears, desires- all kinds of conditioning as fresh as 30 minutes ago and as
ancient as existence.

So then what to do with these universes we’ve created? No thing. Just look
at them without judgment. Investigate the universes- become a Space Explorer-
but remember you are only a visitor, your home is always here now.

And what to do with this fancy labeling gun? Let it label. Thoughts happen.
If humans couldn’t think, we would be more like dogs (!) which is great and I
love you, but I don’t want to sniff your butt!

So I am grateful for this mind, the great labeling gun. But I’m not creating
any universes with it, just letting it all be without imposing.

Or perhaps I would like to play in a universe of thinking, such as the words
I am writing now. But this universe too is unreal- just a creation bound for
destruction.

Discover the space around all these universes of thoughts, that is where the
Real is.

all are welcome here, there are no distinctions

January 24, 2012 //

I have no friends.



I have no friends.

What is friendship? Are we even thinking the same thing once I write that
word: friend. Do we mean that we associate with each other through a range
of intimacies? And in that range of intimacies, we assess a range of values?
Some are very important. Some, not so much. Why? Do I do more for one than
another? If a stranger is in need, is my response to that stranger any less
than of someone I’ve known 17 years? Do we really love any one human form
more than another?

I am suspicious- seems like a mindfuck to me. Friendship, while so highly
coveted in society, might be what keeps us separate from knowing the Real as
the greatest intimate encounter. There are no relationships or concepts in
the Absolute, only oneness. The whole Absolute Universe is my fb friend list
click ~> like!

No, I have no friend except the entire functioning of existence rushing
through me in its billions of forms, I love it all equally. I am that.



how to explain water to a fish?

January 25, 2012 //

Ah, yes- the hustle of selling the Real by way of a state of salvation,
redemption, peace or some such something- all religions sling it, every
philosophy pimps it, all kinds of hustlers claim to know what the Real is and
where to find it, and they are happy to share it with you for the right deal.

Don’t be hustled. None of that is the Real.

No one can give you the Real, no one can show you what Real is because, you
are the Real, no one can show you who you are.

Try to describe the Real, call it some name or know it with the mind, like I
am doing here in words, and it is not the Real, don’t be hustled by these
dead words. No thing created of mind is the Real.

Belief is not real, the Real is known by your direct experience.

The Real is an ocean of bliss alive inside of you, a silent substratum of
mind- before thoughts, concepts or opinions arise. It is right here right now
in this moment, complete as it is, timeless and formless.

The Real is undivided oneness, no exceptions. It is that part of us that has
awareness of Being here as a human, but not that part of us that can label
what that Being is exactly.

How to describe the water to a fish?

Just point back at the fish and hand it a mirror.



what do you really want?

January 27, 2012 //

If we are creating out of mind, a mind only capable of past and future
thinking, the fruits of our creations are skewed by the illusive world of
duality. We keep creating, but we are not quite sure what we are creating
exactly, and we never really get anything, but we believe we will very soon.
We think.

And still we keep creating from this level expecting different results.

Why?

Identification with and expectations of the mind are a kind of internal
insanity going on, and we are all mad around here.

Of course every moment offers a ticket out of the mind and its obsession with
thinking.

One deep breath.

Offer a little space around thoughts.

In that space it’s all good. Really!

This perfect thoughtless silence is who you are in the Real.

If we are creating out of this present moment, a present moment of infinite
potential, in full acceptance of everything as it is, the fruits of our
creations are transformational.

Anything is possible here- create from this.

In other words, tell the thoughts in your head to stfu because the hbic is in
the hizzy and we gots shit to do. Yo.



your radiant sky

February 1, 2012 //

Identification with the thinking mind.
Ego.
False self.
Unconsciousness.
The shit in yo head.

Whatever concept, each point to expressions of the survival madness we are
born with.

It can be as simple as one noisy negative thought that keeps rolling around
and around and around the mind, or it can contract into an entire universe of
destructive beliefs that consume the host and everything around it.

People kill themselves over painful thoughts in the mind. And each other.

Isn’t that strange?

The root of the very thing designed to help us survive in this world of
unconsciousness becomes the thing that hordes thoughts and suffocates the
mind, sometimes to death.

Thoughts feel really real, but they are not. They feel real because they are
coming from within. Whatever is generating those thoughts, it sure knows a
lot about us!

No matter how intimate or shameful or totally awesome the details, no thought
is real.

It doesn’t matter what label we give this incessant stream of chattering
thoughts in the head, just observe it all as the passing passion plays of
the mind.

Get to know Self as the one observing thoughts as they appear and disappear,
like clouds in your clear sky.

There are no idle thoughts, no good thoughts or bad, so offer space around
all of it. By not believing in thinking, a doorway appears, it reveals the
truth of who you always are:

Whole.
Perfect.
Ready.

Free from the madness of mind, the universe is your playground. Play wildly
in this infinite bliss, embrace each moment warmed in the wonder of your
radiant sky.





no place like home

February 3, 2012 //

I could take my vintage ride and cruise to the drive-in theater of mind and
watch the stories of me play out on the giant screen. Eat popcorn, drink soda
and get lost while memories entertain.

Or I could blast off in a fancy rocket, into galaxies of mind and explore the
futures, whizzing in and out of potentialities like an ace of space.

Instead, I remain home, here in the bright light of present awareness.

No matter how exciting the mind makes its form- it does not captivate me the
way this beautiful now does.

Here everything is touched at once.

Here I am the whole dissolving into the whole.

Here total love is, and I am that.

Yes- traveling is fun, but there is no place like home.



there is a crack in every thing, that’s how the light gets
in

February 6, 2012 //

My psychological mind, its thoughts and thinking, along with any
identification derived from all of that, is madness.

I constructed my own unique virtual asylum, and locked myself up for life- or
so I thought.

Why would I want to stay in a false prison of the mind?

Surely I would not choose that, right?

But I did.

… Why?

Because it is comfortable. It is what I know. It’s furnished and organized
exactly the way I like it. Every detail is of my design. Those are my beliefs
scribbled all over the walls to remind me of what I believe. People come to
visit, so long as they share thing I like or need or can use. And they only
come at designated times, because of course there are routines to follow. We
all have separate cells, no room for more than me in such a tiny space. There
is a spot to lounge around in memories and forget about what’s really going
on. It has a huge satellite TV that plays all my favorite stories. And it
just so happens it is playing a marathon of my favorite drama in here all day
long. Yes indeed, I have time- I am a prisoner, how can I do anything really
while I am trapped in this place! Time time time, see what’s become of me?
Plus, someday, I might get free, things will be better in the future. But for
now, I’m just gonna hang out in my lofty cell and read about obtaining
enlightenment, someday.

Or so it went something like that.

At any moment I can take an interest in the light coming through the prison
window. At any moment I can take the keys out of my pocket and unlock the
illusion of this cell. At any moment, freedom, beyond the mind and it’s
thinking, is here.

What do I have to lose? I can always build it again, go back inside to the
safety of illusion, but I doubt I will.

In this moment, life is living through me. Freedom is the whole functioning
of the universe as One, exactly as it is. I love it all, even the
psychological prison that once held this mind. It was my own creation, after
all.

The truth of our very nature is freedom, what can possibly imprison this?



The truth of our very nature is freedom, what can possibly imprison this?

Nothing. No thing.

Always free, we are always free.



hi

February 8, 2012 //

I don’t know what today brings for you, but I wanted to drop a quick note
from the outer banks of silence.

Whatever happens today, it is welcome. Whether the moment reveals itself as
sacred or profane, it is all yes.

Each experience you encounter is a moving cog in the machine of life
functioning through you.

The machine of life functions as it is, not as we would have it.

When you experience unexpected movements of life, you smile. You welcome it
all, even the unexpected, you let it flow through your wide-open heart
because you are in perfect accord with every detail of life.

Of course it will be a wonderful day for you, how could it not be?



the thing about innocence

February 13, 2012 //

There once was a woman, a terrible child murderer who, in the end, was
murdered by an angry gang of woman prisoners who wanted to get even with her
for terrible crimes against innocent children.

The murderer was reborn a beautiful purebred dog living in a deplorable puppy
mill. All she did was get screwed and make babies, just to have them taken
away for sale. She was alone, cold and hungry, sometimes beaten if she got in
the way.

One day a courageous group of people busted the breeding mill open- the
innocent dog, who only knew suffering in her lifetime, was free. She went on
to be adopted and lived the rest of her life in a happy home. She was loved
and learned to love. She died a very old lady with a smile on her face.

The beautiful purebred dog is reborn into a lovely daylily amid many other
flowers. Her life exists for this one perfect moment, here and now. Deep in
the silence of her heart, it is all enough. She does not believe all the
other flowers consumed by their joys and pains, so busy in the business of
living and dying, they never see the beauty of today.

She knows they are as she is, timeless, perfect and eternal. Her essence is
unborn and cannot die. For the daylily, this is the moment she chooses to
shine, everything is unfolding exactly as it should be.

Where is there to go but here?



hi, valentine

February 14, 2012 //

Something happened to us along the way, we forgot the truth of who we are.

Time passes, life unfolds the complexities of karma & dharma and generations
of memories obscure Self.

Sometimes we remember, in the eyes of a child or morning snuggles with a pet,
we connect with our perfect love, but then we start thinking and we forget
again.

Let’s be here. Let’s stay here in this love, naked in this moment of
completion, and experience it rooted deep in the truth of our perfect
nature.

Love is our natural state. It can be tricky to discern this in some people,
but humans are love beings, there are no exceptions to this.

The Real human condition is oneness, compassion and acceptance. This is how
things are, total love alive in this moment experiencing itself through each
of us.

We are this perfect love.

To believe anything other than that is to believe a lie. It may be a very
convincing lie, told over and over day in and day out for centuries, but
nonetheless, accepting anything less than our true nature as beings of
completion and love is to have been hustled by junk thinking, both your own
and the junk thinking of the world.

Don’t be hustled.

You are the ultimate cosmic Valentine. I see you extending brilliant love to
every reach of the universe in celebration of the Real.

You are love, alive. Life is unfolding as it should. There is no thing to do
today, no candy or card to buy or spiel to make to the ones we care for more
important than Being and expressing the very love that is your birthright.

I am love.
You are love.
It is all love.



you who

February 14, 2012 //

The most powerful thing you can offer someone today is to be the perfect
love you are. Just as you are. Not as you would hope to be in thoughts, or
hope someone else to be in some image you’ve created, just offer your being
as it is. Offer others freedom to be just as they are.

Love cannot be exchanged. Thoughts can be exchanged. Images can be exchanged,
but not love. Love is always here, happening now as you read these words,
before the mind and its thoughts, you are it.

Share the part of ‘you’ who is before all that hazy crazy thinking we are all
dealing with. For most of us, the mind is a hot stinky mess. Our thoughts are
always vague and unstable. It’s impossible to find love through the mind and
when we try, we get lost in the search.

There is tremendous clarity in thoughtless space.

One deep breath and you are here.

Going further, when you here in this space, be-ing the love you are, there is
no sense of separation, no giving or taking, only beingness experiencing
itself in this present moment.

Your being is total oneness, there is no need to divide the world up with
thoughts or concepts.

Here you are, love loving itself everywhere you go, in each person you meet
today and in all ordinary or extraordinary experiences, just as they are.

Live your beingness freely in the world and watch the illusions of lack and
fear dissolve in the truth of who you really are- Great Perfection.



the destiny of mind

February 16, 2012 //

Destiny is for those who are controlled by causes, by the circumstances of
thoughts and thinking. When the mind believes in something, it is destined to
construct a universe of illusion and duality to support that belief. Then the
mind projects a timeline for everything to happen, and it waits. And waits,
assured by its own thinking that it is in control of something very
important, so important our very destiny depends on this effort!

It may feel as though we are in control over life’s unfolding, but the effort
exerted to make life as we would have it is fuel for the passion plays of
karma and dharma.

Destiny is unnecessary for those who are here in this present moment,
allowing life freedom to unfold without the constraints of mind-made
illusions.

Confidence in things just as they are, and a willingness to ‘just be’ in the
depths of this mystery make destiny just another concept to let go of. In
letting go, there is no need to believe in the world by animating it with
the mind’s fancy parlor games. The world ‘out there’ is always ready to
provide a little karmic destiny. The world ‘in here’ is similarly, always
ready. The difference is, the inner world stands ready to delight you
abundantly, you who are this thing called life.

Not a life story as you think it or some separate thing called life, the
Self within is a continuous wellspring of love experienced through you, as
life itself.

You are life, you are the Great Perfection, what need is there to control
anything?

One deep breath and dive right in. Swim freely in the oceans of silent Self,
and have confidence in the love you find.



the long division of mind

February 16, 2012 //

Being in right relationship with the mind doesn’t mean abandoning it or
making efforts to control it or even worse, trying to destroy it. This only
empowers the mind, it loves to strategize and believe it is fixing things.
But it never really fixes anything, the mind is inherently unstable. Only
the mind attempts to divide itself, to examine itself or try to fix its
problems, but not awareness.

Awareness is all encompassing, undivided and dwells in unity with everything,
the mind, the body and the earth- all things. Awareness re-cognizes itself
everywhere, in all forms but identifies with no thing.

Freedom is found through unyielding self-inquiry: looking at the ways we are
tangled in the mind and following those knots back to the source, which is
Self prior to thoughts and concepts.

Untangled from concepts, you no longer believe the tape recorder playing in
your head. Thoughts rise and fall, but don’t monopolize your attention.
Other people’s thoughts rise and fall, but they no longer give you any sense
of who you are. Things don’t make you react like they once did, positively or
negatively, it’s all metabolized as illusion playing out. There isn’t a
‘you’ tangled in a ‘mind’ to think about it, it’s all just energy flowing as
energy does and you love it all equally.

The mind is a beautiful instrument, and when it’s not being monopolized as an
identity machine, it is capable of remarkable creations. The mind, free of
the constraints of identity generating, has access to the infinite
potentiality of oneness from which everything comes. When the need arises to
think, you do. Otherwise, the mind is just a super power tool in your shed.

And the curious part is, with all that potentiality to create with this
awesome power tool, you don’t believe in or get tangled in any of it.

For you, it’s all just form playing with form like an innocent child, nothing
is serious. Nothing can hurt you. You are not hindered by a mind seeking to
define itself in the world, and life is known as stable. Peaceful. It’s
always perfect just like this, and with the mind no longer obscuring this all
pervading stability, you exist in this space, as this space- here you are.



some are here for the ride

February 17, 2012 //

The work it takes to disentangle identity from mind is not for everyone. Lots
of folks live out a lifetime, it has ups and downs but overall, they are not
troubled by thoughts and thinking, and so there is never any impetus to look
within. Life doesn’t give any need to question it.

But for others, like me, who find the mind and its behavior concerning, the
work to disentangle identity from mind is small in comparison to the prospect
of daily living with thoughts and thinking. We can’t stand the thought of
being a dreamer lost in the dream. What effort is too much in light of the
potential to be free of mind and know Self as the supreme identity?

Once rooted in Self, nothing disturbs us. The mind no longer runs life, and
we are deeply in tune with truth, which is here, unfolding in silent
presence. But, make no mistake, for most of us waking up from the dream
requires earnest effort. The mind is always ready to welcome us back to its
brightly lit festival of illusions. And it’s easy to get lured in by the
pleasure of riding around and around on spinning thoughts.

Stay here with me, don’t go back through the gates of mind, let’s play in
this world of love, perfection and oneness. Let’s create wild and beautiful
things from here!

For those churning away at the festival of mind, their work is there.

For those awakened to Self, our moment is now.



let’s flow

February 19, 2012 //

For a moment, lost in illusion it seems I lose Self in thoughts to peer
beyond mountains, into the quiet place within you where the stream of life
flows perfectly.

Within you, the space where whatever is, is encountered with complete
openness as the mystery unfolding.

Form appears to disappear, all of it is allowed, noted and effortlessly
experienced dancing along the banks of Self.

At times a response and other times none, the stream flows confidently in the
direction of its own inherent perfection.

You are awareness amid streaming aliveness, allowing each energetic movement
freedom of full expression, all the while affirming steadfast unchangeable
Being-Perfection-Bliss.

And suddenly, in this moment of reflection on the streaming life flowing
through you, it all dissolves to be found, my own true Self flowing in that
same perfect stream too.

Here we are- let’s flow.



battle axe

February 20, 2012 //

In all reliable wisdom I encounter along the way, there is this notion:

if the mind builds it, it is.

Create freedom- you are free.

Create battles, no matter how subtle? You have them.

In the falling away of this illusion of ‘i’, I notice a universe built out of
‘not being fully established in Self.’

Moments are found rooted in Self, when I am here in this sanctuary I call
home, I dance in abundance of experiencing Self. Of course sitting in
silence, full on Self. When I write spontaneously on the heels of silence,
Self is clear, though it fades as the mind enters. As I move through life,
encountering and loving those I meet along the way, moment to moment is Self-
forward. I love the whole world deeply, flowing in the stream of life with
fellow wayfarers in living communion with Oneness. Most of the time, this is
the peaceful space I dwell in.

But, not always. I cannot claim always. The world and life are always
offering up interesting arisings that may (or not) challenge the present
moment.

I cannot say with complete certainty how I will ‘be’ in some future state
experienced or identified as painful or pleasurable, or if there will be any
‘i’ attached to those movements of life? I don’t know. Maybe someday I will
KNOW that, but it is not now.

I can only be accountable for this moment unfolding naked moment to naked
moment and I am suspicious of claiming any kind of achieved state.

There is the battle: claim it and be free of the story or make a false
universe out of it by claiming it?

At all times, I Am Self Awareness, this is reality. But still I find moments
identified with thoughts, i still can get lost to Self.

And when I notice the sense of being lost, rather than just allow it, I
create a battle and label it “not being fully established in presence”

Paradoxical universes are born:

*stop creating the battle and the battle will cease.

*careful to claim any state, knowing doing so is attachment to illusion.



off you go

February 21, 2012 //

Who are you? I don’t know.

Who knows?

Who am I? I don’t know.

Ask within, and do so relentlessly.

Tracing each thought back to the source- to that which is prior to all
belief, thoughts or thinking.

There sits an unchanging Real, appearing in completion, in this present
moment.

You are that. I am that.

How do I know?

Fierce self-inquiry: who am I? To who has this ‘i’ come? Silence.
Space. Allowing everything to just be.

Thoughts come, swiftly noted with the query: who am I? To who has this
thought come? Where does this thought come from? Silence. Space. Allowing
everything to just be.

Asking questions into yourself relentlessly, and blissing in the comfort of
not wanting answers. Tracing each thought back to its source- to that which
is prior to all thoughts and thinking.

Here you are.

No one can explain it, see it or give it- it’s your own mysterious private
gig.

Now this, your radical confidence to blow up everything revealed, destroy
all conclusions.

Believe in nothing, there is no room for believing in the fullness of
presence.

Abandon any concept that brings the illusion of peace or understanding.

Just this, maintaining communion with the mystery by shattering all angles of
mind repeatedly.

Leaving nothing behind for the mind to build with.



Freshly born, pushing off every mental ledge.

Thoroughly carpet-bombing any nest built in the safety of landings, nothing
remains.

Here, there is no certainty, where will you go?

Here? Wherever. No where. Everywhere.

If you find yourself somewhere, I see you moving very very close to the edge.
I mean, very close, looking down into the abyss, just to fling it all back
into the mystery.



cirque du judgment: welcome to my circus of knowing!

February 22, 2012 //

As a kid, if I had a dime for every time my mom said, “things are either
black or white, right or wrong!”

…well, I’d have a lot of dimes.

That’s pretty much how I engaged the world, by hyper-thinking about it and
judging it with thoughts, then projecting that judgment as some kind of
truth defining me to the world and myself. And that was all under the guise
of being “open-minded” and “perceptive”. I was the one in the room ever ready
with a beautiful and often convincing explanation for why life is the way it
is- conjecture based on mental judgments arrived at on the heels of narrow-
minded thinking.

Fear of the unknown loves to parade around as positive thinking. Fearful
minds love to parade around as positive thinkers.

It doesn’t matter if a judgment is positive or negative, it’s all movement of
mind seeking to define itself along the contours of thoughts.

The truth of who I isn’t: “Jen is a judgmental person” -but the mind is
conditioned to judge, organize and compartmentalize- then chatter to itself
endlessly by way of thinking about those judgments. The mind believes in all
it’s chattering, but way deep down it senses nothing it thinks is real.

I believed myself the ringleader of the craziness in the head, and I wanted
everything to be exactly the way I wanted it to be and I judged it all into
submission in my circus of knowing~> snap that whip! Judge life- it should
be different! Judge the mind- it should be different! Judge the body- it
should be different! Judge you- you should be different!

The difference between now and then, when I was lost in the dream, is this:

I can think anything I want, but I don’t believe anything I think.

No thought is serious. Thoughts come and go, but I believe in and identify
with none of it. I believe in and identify with the empty silence providing
ground for every thought to stand and fall. And I can’t be silent and judge
simultaneously. One or the other has to go, moment to moment.

As I awaken more from the dream of thoughts and thinking, while the tendency
to judge dissolves, the quality of judging becomes subtler.  The
manifestations of judging are more inconspicuous, but nonetheless, judgment
remains.

Turns out I do have a few dimes left in this mental pocket and they are
noisily clank clank clanking around it there. Yep- I judged that. In fact



noisily clank clank clanking around it there. Yep- I judged that. In fact
this whole playful gyration you are reading is one honkin judgment about
judgment.

I notice heaviness in the ways I judge my own thoughts, others thoughts and
experiences along the way, by believing I know something.

In the illusion of feeling like I know things, I am seeking safety by
reinforcing a false definition, an image of ‘me’ created and projected out
to the world. I believe the illusion has substance and value. This is not
really me, it is an image born of delusion, when thinking breeds with
knowing. Thoughts are born and cared for like strange, yet precious babies.

If I don’t know anything, what image is there to create who am I? What will
I be? What will I project to the world?

I want to know what I am, what this life is about and what it all means! The
mind can tell me what this is and I am willing to suffer, to separate from
this moment so I can I know and define who I am.

Crazy, yes?

When I think I know something by thinking about it, the object I am
interpreting becomes immediately separate, I lose touch with Reality.

I separate myself from the object I think to know, I separate from Self and
from the truth of life expressing fully in the present moment, as it is.

No more safe harbors for judgment to keep me a shorebird destined for karma
and dharma.

I do not know.

What does that mean?

Belief in the circus of knowing fades and life, as it exists is tented by
the deep, loving awareness I am. Everything is good. That I Am gives it all
freedom to be. Here, an interesting show is playing out, it is observed
without rushing to the safety of judgments. Here we are, in wild creativity
and diversity of that which is unfolding beyond the mind that believes it
knows anything at all.



let’s go see a show!

March 9, 2012 //

Taking a moment to reflect in the relationship between music and
consciousness- have a live, free concert anytime, YOU have the best seat in
the house!

Listening in silence, within your head you can replicate a song. Use the mind
to pick and think about a song you know very well. Now, go to silence, eyes
closed with one deep breath and begin the song. Not thinking the song in
thoughts, let the mind go here. Hear the music. Hear the intricacies of the
instruments, how they interact together. Feel the passionate inflections of
the singer’s voice (if there is one). Let the body rise and fall with every
pause, every syncopation, every reaching crescendo and every decrescendo.
Feel your tingling chi energy dancing perfectly to each and every beat.

Take it all in. These are not separate events, this is all happening at once:
mind, body and consciousness- all as being experienced in perfect awareness.

Make sure you pick a song you really like, sometimes it can be tedious to
take this from mind to direct experience.

The ability to witness and create this concert is the product of a dynamic
state of consciousness, before the mind. It is one heck of a show!

The mind is only capable of past future thinking. The concert as
experienced, is here and now. This is a state of art consciousness, not the
mind.

It’s not easy initially to get through a whole song, but stick with it! If
thoughts come in, note them and begin the music again. Or start in the middle
at your favorite spot. There is no right or wrong here, just lots of room to
play in the total freedom and creativity as consciousness!

If you do this enough, you will notice increasing space between thoughts.

Thoughts come, and if you’ve had enough concerts, thoughts are automatically
met with…music. Space. Silence.

It’s super radical practice, try it sometime!



holy mother

March 15, 2012 //

You, yes you no matter who man, woman or child- you reading these words,
taking in the energy behind them, my heart reaches out to thank you, to love
you.

Appearing on this earth, I knew you once, you who were my beloved mother.

Remember, you loved me with the selflessness only a mother knows. You were
graceful, so exquisite in the way you moved through the days of our life,
your every movement captivated me!

And strong. Never known a stronger presence than you holding me in your
arms- lost in the security of our fierce, all-consuming bliss. We got so lost
in each other’s eyes.

Each awkward step along the way, steadied by your patience & wisdom, you
sensed when I needed my wings clipped, or when I was ready to fly!

Your ability to communicate with just a look was natural. We were beyond
words, just the way you peered at me, I knew you had my back, no matter what.
I knew everything was going to be OK.

Holy mother, in these words, shared in the same here and now as once was
then, feel my love radiating so deeply into your heart that we are both lost
in this divine flow.

Remember, once I was your perfect child and our love was epically beautiful,
beyond space and time, it was sane.

Great Perfection-> you, who were my mother & I, separations dissolve we find
each other Now again and again.



good morning, beloved

March 21, 2012 //

Some days are better than others. It seems like you wake up and everything is
going your way, the whole world is moving along at your every whim! Yes yes!

Then, there are days when the mere thought of moving from the safety of the
warm bed you are in, is overwhelming. And sure enough, when you make your way
into the day, everything feels like it is falling apart. Wah wah…

Peppered in the mix, some days are rather ordinary, almost mechanical in
ordinariness, just doing what you have to do to get by.

The sacredness of this mixed-up human experience is not to be overlooked.

All of these days, no matter how they appear, are the glorious creations of
perfectly empty Self, of God, the Real, or Now, however you experience Love,
each day is the creation of truth and everything you are going through is
ripe with its sacred opportunities.

It seems everything around you is in a state of flux- time & the body-mind
seem to be moving. But, this truth of who you are, Self, that which is
conscious of this flux, and that consciousness has never moved. This is
totally stable.

Beyond time, before the mind, here and now, perfect emptiness, space all
around, nothing but space! This is Self, it is from this emptiness that the
roots of everything rise! This has never been touched by anything going down
in this world.

Within the illusion of all changing experience, dwell seeds of constant Self.
Some seeds are a bit trickier to cultivate, but all are fruitful.

I don’t know what today brings you Beloved, but I see you cultivating these
delicious seeds at every turn- letting it all grow wild! Just to decay
naturally and return to perfectly empty source.

You are a complete growth cycle expressed in one quantum instance.

You are presence so fundamentally, Self-propagation is the efficient
outgrowth of all organically occurring phenomena- it’s all streaming from
this! All this dynamic life has to offer is yours for celebrating, for
playing in and for yielding Love.

No matter what is experienced, growth is clearly seen in every direction. I
love you. I believe in you and we are in this together. Same you + same me =
this is the One, yanno?

Work this fertile soil, give it your best, and trust that there will come a



day when the steadiness of Self will consume the flux of life.



32 flavors and then some

March 28, 2012 //

You are a tasting substance dancing on the tongue of consciousness- each
experience in life delivers a distinct flavoring to the open mouth of Now.



see you, see me- it’s all about the we

March 29, 2012 //

A mama chipmunk preparing her den, here is my Beloved.

An upside-down shoe revealing the presence of stepped in dog poop, yes there
is my Beloved.

Hot pink azaleas grinning at the returning sun, my Beloved is this.

Awareness reading these words in the form of a uniquely beautiful human, I
see you here, Beloved you are in everything.



through you, but not of you

March 30, 2012 //

No matter what or how suffering appears in this world of form, the essence
that creates the form is untouched.

The earth suffers, but the essence that animates the earth does not.

You are experiencing pain, but the essence that animates you, never feels
pain.

This formless essence is free, open and playfully experiencing everything,
all of life in this perfect Now through it’s many forms, through the form of
you.

Experiences you have are this essence of Awareness savoring its delicate
flavors within you.

Open yourself wide to all the movements of this hungry life and allow essence
the space to appreciate your every exquisite offering.



don’t be a meat head

March 31, 2012 //

Receiving wisdom is like a getting a piece of raw meat, it is marinating in
the mind, soaking in fluid inquiry and getting plump with juicy reflections.

When properly prepared and cooked to taste, wisdom is served up steaming hot
for the hearts intimate consumption.

Digesting deep in the gut of Self, wisdom metabolizes to converge again with
its original state of emptiness.



ordinary gifts

April 1, 2012 //

I expected after I got to the flipside of mind body-based identities, there
would be some big MOMENT! Some thing that would occur, I don’t know the mind
fanaticizes lots of things like golden trumpets coming out the clouds or
maybe a special frock rises from the earth that I get to wear like a school
jacket embroidered:

JEN PEER RICH! Awareness-Based Reality Class of 2011!!

What is here though, is nothing but ordinary. It is what was here before,
feeding dogs, watering plants, writing, communicating, paying bills, dealing
with physical pain, being a solid wife- all this is the same, the differences
are, I am no longer seeking, afraid or unstable. I spent a huge amount of
time tending to the madness of mind, and work of tending has sealed off to be
here as the magic of every single day.

The mind doesn’t run the show anymore. The body is doing things but it gives
no sense of identity. I don’t linger in stories about what is going on in
life, just always on to the next mysterious experiencing of Now. And in
ordinary movements, it’s always full and magical. Free of the mind and its
antics, being alive in this humansuit is fascinating. A bit like
continuously unwrapping the most precious continuously self-wrapping gift you
can ever get, but you can’t see what is in the gift box unless you stop
unwrapping it, and when you do, you look and the box is full of empty
clarity.



i really dig your moves

April 3, 2012 //

My god! Friend, do you realize where we find ourselves? Slap-dab in the
center of a timeless heavenly disco!

Yes. It is here. Put on the headphones connected to silence and watch the
whole universe shuffling back and forth across the floor with moves like
Jagger!

I see you shine! Tripping the light fantastic, whirling in a holy non-stop
dance with experiences, words, people, the earth, in everything…

you love and lose, you create and destroy, all these beautiful children of
life come out to experience your radical moves.

You dance your perfectly danceable dance. No one can do it like you, it is
only the listener who hears the subtle nuance in the music of silence – yes,
let’s dance!



beloved inside

April 5, 2012 //

A good love story is one in which the two lovers seem they’ll never find
each other, but they do and in the end they live happily ever after. This
love story is the one we are all looking to find as we seek wholeness and
love in the world of form. But, the world can’t give us this love, because
the beloved is already inside of us, just waiting.

Through all experiencing, it watches, it is there, but never touched. It
loves no matter the circumstance, it loves deep from the roots, which allows
its loves to sense its presence, but not grasp it.  You wouldn’t imagine a
love story would begin with a pure expression of hate. But sometimes they
do, sometimes the hate is so pure, when the lover reaches out for the
invisible beloved, the union is powerful enough to change everything, for all
of eternity.

Have you ever really hated someone? It’s a very aggressive movement, hate.
Imagine pretending to the world that you love something, but in reality, all
your energy is geared towards destroying the object of your hate.

This is the kind of hate I felt, except the object of my hating was me. It
wasn’t that I just didn’t like myself, it was that I really really despised
me. And that kind of violence when directed at yourself is dangerous and
destructive.

I remember being enraged by thoughts against myself, thinking in the head so
loud, I only found relief as a young child carving ‘stupid stupid stupid’
into the skin with a sharp object.  As I got older, the sharp objects became
more sophisticated, the cutting more discreet, yet deeper to satisfy the
addiction to thinking. The shame I felt for my own life went underground to
become that which I experienced as the illusion of reality.

The physical violence against my own body was second only to the madness that
had consumed my mind. I believed myself so far from anything normal, my life
became a steady hunger for pain and thoughts my food, all the behavior kept
me at a self-built table for one, I was always ready to eat. Ravenous. I was
eating myself to death in beliefs. And if the self-destructive beliefs
didn’t kill me, physical violence against myself would.

Either way, death was inevitable. I was addicted to inflicting pain against
myself and everything in life.  That was my goal, though, if you’d told me
that, I would’ve given you a long list of justifications for the pain I
claimed as mine: cancer! Physical pain! I was violated, everyone thinks I’m
fucked up anyway- can’t you see this? If I am dying, it is the life killing
me! Not me!

Or so I thought.



My journey from lover to beloved meant forgetting the truth of love
entirely, replaced by a false belief in hate and violence against myself. And
in the throws of violence, in the destruction of it, that is when I found the
beloved again. This love is here now, stable and alive in everything I Am.

This is the eternal love story, it is one lived as the dreamer awakening from
the dream of mind. This is the love story of every human Being. You can’t go
from totally hating yourself to deeply loving the Self and not understand
this pathless path is available to everyone, because we are all one Self.

I share my love story and I invite you to create yours. Start with courting,
write honest love letters to silence and listen quietly for the beloveds
presence, it is always there loving you in completion. Experience the Self in
present awareness, free of the mind and claim confidently this knowing love,
this is the truth of who you are.



it’s raining- yay!

May 5, 2012 //

Jump hard into these puddles of chaos along the way!

You are free to splash wildly, knowing the silent truth of who you are never
gets wet.



mental fireworks

May 5, 2012 //

Communing as silence, one curious thought moves forward from this perfect
panoply of now, it is begging for translation.

The thought awakens, yawns and stretches fully to sense its density. It
recognizes its destiny as another empty notion, lost in translation.

Still, the call for communication is loud, no sacrifice too much for this
thought, it wants to die for the cause.

Consciousness leans way back to peer, it loves to make out the shadowy
intricacies of thoughts reflected upon the clear and unmoving substratum of
reality.

Sure to launch itself in spectacular form, the thought arises confidently
from the folds of mind, higher and higher it rises, coming into full view…
wow!

….I see.

The glimpse is quick, easy to miss as it appears to appear and is instantly
gone. All communications dissolve back into communion as empty silence.



cross over

May 8, 2012 //

Attuning to the 5 senses brings attention acutely to what is now, blazing
lights and all sorts of phenomena arising and subsiding.

The senses are stable bridges to experience the unchanging now.

Now, when I am here, a 6th sensing tongue projects forth that knows the Self.

And sometimes, empty heartspace swallows this tasting tongue.

Left speechless, no blazing lights and all blazing lights, beyond all forms
of light- just this.



love loving itself

May 10, 2012 //

You don’t have to do anything to make this now love you harder than it does.
It always loves you fully.

There is no secret to being the abundance you naturally are, you cannot be
any more abundantly gifted than this, no matter what the mind or others try
to convince you of.

If you believe you are lacking, not true.

You have everything you need to be the hero in this unfolding that is your
life story.

All the pieces are in place and you know what to do. Trust your heart to scan
this moment and experience the potential here.

No method of thinking or form of manipulation makes Reality any different.

It is as it is, and IT is more than enough.

Presence only knows you as whole, it is experiencing you as wholeness, right
here and now.

The thinking-mind is founded in insufficiency. It can’t get enough of itself
and its strategies for attaining sufficiency by believing in divisions. This
activity only keeps the ego employed. Fire it! Lose the mind!

Everything arises and subsides from a confident substratum of perfection.
This divine underpinning is the truth of who you are, not the thoughts in the
head. This substratum is not only on your side, it is the essence of you
experiencing you.

Love loving Love.

When present with whatever is here, you are loving love in return. The
situation or circumstances don’t really matter, only love is real.

Be here- this is enough, nothing more to do.

Taste yourself as love, as love always tastes you.



there is no need to seek that which you are

May 15, 2012 //

I hear a lot of people throw around this idea of wishing blessings or
receiving a blessing.

From the mind-identified point of view, everything good in life is claimed
with a subtle (or not so subtle) sense of responsibility.

The mind believes it is manipulating reality to work in its favor. There are
plenty of teachings that support this illusion.

When I believed in the thoughts in the head, I also believed I was doing all
kinds of things. Magical secret things, like coaxing the universe to work in
my favor by thinking in a certain way sure to get me some thing or to some
other state than the one I was in, some state I believed (in the mind’s world
of thinking) was better than the reality I was actually in.

When you know yourself in truth, beyond the chattering thoughts in the head
as awareness, as reality itself, what outside of you is there to ‘give’
‘you’ ‘anything’ ??

It turns out the addiction I had to believing in and creating identities out
of thoughts was empowered by all this magical thinking, because it was all
part of the ‘me’ that knew what ‘i’ needed. The ego & me? We believed we were
in control.

Looking back though, what I wanted was not always what I needed. But I always
seemed to get exactly what I needed to grow and thrive. I got what I needed
to be here now.

So called ‘blessings’ are you loving you, the reality you are experiencing
its own perfection.

But I am challenged to even describe the so-called good experiences of life
‘blessings.’

This reality we are, it is nothing but blessed, all movements of life must be
described as blessings, expressions of Self, even situations not appreciated
right away as that which is clearly blessed.

The mind can’t look the ugly stuff in the eye and recognize it too as a
blessing because it didn’t ASK for pain or suffering.

But, this is all-perfect. Everything we have or have lost was never earned,
coerced or obtained.

It is Grace arriving right here, in this perfect present moment to spread
herself lovingly across an illusion of patterns the mind labels a lifetime.



This Mystery is so much more dynamic and ‘blessed’ than the mind can ever
conceive of.



interesting places

May 17, 2012 //

Squatting down in the deep of silence, perched naked in the thick of
awareness, an experiencing observer arrives.

Blending into the bush like a seasoned ethologist, the observer comes to
study the behaviors of the beloved and misunderstood creature called ‘mind’
in its natural habitat.

Quietly watching, the wild thing moves about and plays, noticing it
communicates in giant roars and in hapless cries, it creates just as much as
it destroys.

It’s habits become predictable, it roams to the same places and knows right
where to go to streeeeeeeeeeeetch, hang out and groom itself into the image
of something spectacular!

This cavorting creature, spellbound by its own gestures reflected in the
watering hole, a source from which it must drink for survival, but it can’t
take focus off its own reflection just for a moment to quench this thirst.

It seems equally hungry, and there it goes! Racing by to hunt down fledgling
thoughts to consume.

And when it gets restless, it keeps itself busy marking clear lines of
division in the sands of time.

Back and forth, back and forth, it tracks drifting scents of random
curiosities and shadows, so easily distracted until the next arising to
distract.

Rising up from the thick, the observer glances back and smiles at mad antics
of this absurd creature called the mind carrying on back there. It is
delightful to journey to such interesting places, no passport required.



the healing machine

May 22, 2012 //

Sweet sweet beautiful body, thank you. As a baby body, you beat cancer’s ass
like a champ! Surgeries, radiation, miracles- no problem.

As a growing body, you never ceased rising to the challenge of being deformed
inside and outside. You never let anything hold you back from the natural
bliss of a child.

As an adult body, you took on challenges and surgeries with a kind of moxie
only a confident body has. And even with the titanium rods to form a new
spine, you just looked it all in the eye and knew, “yep- we can handle this,
too.”

Then Grace came whispering her song, that I was more than this, a body and
mind with tightly wound stories. I listened and in silence, ‘i’ was set free.
You were set free, of so many expectations and attachments, with all the
weight you’ve carried body, the heaviest burden was the ‘me’ that always
wanted you to be something different. Now that we are both free, it must be
so much easier to do what you need to do.

A lot of the day finds you attuning to the impulses of opinionated nerves and
haywire systems, and still you keep it all rolling along without a complaint.
Pain is welcome here, we handle it.

Even when I did not believe we would survive, you knew it, you knew it for
me, so I could know this too, I survive even you!

You are brave machine, body. I love you. For 38 years you’ve been a fierce
and loyal traveling companion. I am forever grateful for your service so I
can be here, awake and alert to the true Self as presence, beyond the body
mind, in this radiant unfolding Now.



change is grounded in the unchangeable

May 24, 2012 //

Everything is changing. If we look closely, though it feels like things will
always be this way, they won’t. Life is constantly on the move, and change
is happening, from the cells in the body to the clouds in the clear sky, this
too shall pass.

There are two ways to experience the constant change of life. The first is
through the mind, which most of us do. Thoughts and beliefs we have about the
changing parts of life and the memories (past) or imaginings (future) we have
about all these changing parts form a concept of who we ‘think’ we are and
how we are impacted by change. This is the typical human experience. But this
concept of who we think we are is an illusion. You are way way way more rad
than a concept. Or a body and mind for that matter. But the mind would like
to keep you thinking this way, otherwise, how will you know who you are?

The sketchy part of this way of living, is that because the mind and its
thoughts are always changing, and life is always changing, finding a place to
rest and feel stable is nearly impossible. And if you do find it momentarily
through situation, relation, practice or presence, it dissolves as quickly
as new thoughts roll in that challenge the newly discovered peace in the
world of form.

The other way to flow with the changing cogs of life, is by way of the part
of you that is changeless. This is the part of you not beholden to passing
thoughts or the changing nature of life. It has always been stable, as
awareness in this present moment. It is the thing that understands these
words, and that thing has always been with you. It is one steady friend! It
is the one thing in life that can be implicitly trusted because it is always
right here for you, it is always within you, totally available. It can’t be
found in outside things, everything you have ever looked for or needed is
right here, right inside this intelligent and beautiful heart of yours that
knows exactly what to do and how to love its way through life.

There is value to both ways of being in life.

Knowing the changing nature of life through the mind provides all the
necessary lessons, here is where the heavy lifting is being done.

Knowing the changing nature of life through the changeless Self right here,
right Now beyond the noise of mind, thinking and beliefs? Here the work is
done too, but it is fearless and effortless. Life slings its changing ways in
our direction and there is an immediate impulse to stay put. To not resist,
not get out of the way as the mind would suggest. No, here when life happens,
you happen. It is all welcome, change is nothing to fear. The fear is gone
because no matter what goes down in this life, the truth of who you are has
never, ever changed: you are eternal, divine and formless. You are the



complete picture, the substratum of perfection in which every single change,
no matter what it is, happens. Be here, and know everything is unfolding
exactly as it is- breathe, be still, observe quietly, remain confident and
stoke the fires of faith that you are here to enjoy this mysterious changing
show called life.



wow, what a relief!

May 25, 2012 //

In the relative experience of life known in the mind, thoughts & thinking-
nothing is given the benefit of doubt.

The mind is challenged to disbelieve the chatter, when it is so fascinated
by it.

In the absolute knowing of life, in the truth if who you are as this arising
present moment, everything is given the benefit of doubt.

Look around and take all this in, the now is full, radiantly reflected
through the senses, and here, in this vast supermatrix of being, chatter of
the mind is still here, but doesn’t matter anymore.

There is no getting rid of thoughts, but there is always space available
around thoughts ripe with disbelief.

Just this, and IT is enough to know and be. Everything else is perfectly,
lovingly suspect.



you run this show, not the mind

May 28, 2012 //

The mind is constantly blowing everything, especially this moment, out of
proportion.

The mind is reclusive, it likes to keep its thoughts about life and
experiences to itself.

Sometimes we share what is really on our mind, but typically this sharing is
strategic, the mind is not interested in letting anyone interfere with its
beliefs, so it only shares what it believes to be safe information.

Sometimes, the thoughts in the head are controlling, even abusive. Here is
where we find depression and all sorts of painful emotional challenges.

This negativity doesn’t just stop there, it reaches out still further by way
of projection towards others, so the cycle of destructive mind is
perpetuated, it goes on and on and everyone believes this reclusive unreal
thing is real.

We believe into true all kinds of absurd illusions.

In the privacy of its own processing, the mind expands upon itself, it
reaches out in thinking and duality, past-future, further and further until
thoughts make so much sense, they become concepts. All these movements form a
subtle sense of who we are.

And it’s hard to imagine life being run by a reclusive, dominating and
generally irritable thing, but or most of us, the mind runs the show.

This is why it is important to keep the lines of communication with this
right now wide open. Wiiiiiiiiiiiiiide open.

What are these lines? The senses. If you can touch, taste, smell, see or hear
it, it is a direct line to now. Be here.

These lines keep the mind from believing itself into life and running your
show with its illusions.

By reaching out to what is right here in this present moment, we are
subverting the minds tendency to bifurcate, to be in control or react
dramatically to life by cutting off it’s lifeline, time. The mind always
needs time to fester. Don’t let it. Being in the now makes the minds behavior
clearly unacceptable.

Don’t settle for a mind that lives you. Step into the truth of who you are
beyond the mind to live this life the way you are born to, completely and
always free Now.





don’t believe the hype

June 5, 2012 //

If I have led anyone to believe I have any answers about life, please extend
me your heart and ears for a moment. I offer my song as a song, and nothing
more. Just a song. And the song is a fragmented flow of information that
cannot possibly contain the vastness of the Real.

I do not want to be a teacher. I don’t want to do anyone’s dirty work of
deconditioing the body mind using self-inquiry. It doesn’t mean I don’t love
you, it’s that I love you so much, I do not believe anything is wrong with
you, or this moment, just as it is. Therefore I cannot instruct you on how to
be right here with things just as they are. Where do I point? What pointer
points to here? I can just note in my investigations, here is beyond the
mind, let’s be here. That is it. You know what to do. Why believe anyone has
answers that are yours and yours alone, abundantly available within the heart
that knows exactly what to do right here and Now. YOUR HEART.

If any ‘teacher’ tells you they know how to teach ‘you’ to be more perfectly
‘you’, RUN!

I write prose, but I have no idea really where it comes from. I cannot take
responsibility for it, much less try to make something of it. It’s all
bullshit, all words, and concepts, beliefs- all the junk of the mind is JUNK!
The message of the fragmented song is: you are exactly where you should be,
perfectly expressing as this Now in your own unique radiant way. Don’t let
anyone highjack your wholeness- not the mind, not some path or practice, not
situations and especially, not some person busy pointing out what you are not
rather than what you perfectly ARE.

And therefore, all I can offer you are words ALL highly suspicious and must
must must be questioned. Please evaluate what I write. These words mean
nothing! Challenge me, I must be wrong with just fragments, right?! Let’s
talk about this like friends do over coffee. But, whatever you do, please
don’t take my words for anything. These writings are empty arisings that go
right back to emptiness. That is just the way it is. They are not meant to
change you or use your experience to make my point about what you lack. They
are not meant to teach you to be more you. Who can do that? That just seems
like more fancy tricks of the mind, and that is exactly what I am NOT
interested in.

Just be you, as you are, only you know how to do that. I love this about
you!! Trust this, this awareness here reading these words- it is way more
wise than anything outside of you.



on self-inquiry

June 6, 2012 //

Yoga is not always a physical practice. Self-inquiry is a type of internal
yoga, which is a vehicle for union between you and the divine. There is
nothing that separates us from Truth, but the mind makes this hard to see
with its chattering. So, there are practices, like self-inquiry, that help us
peer past the mind and into the clear, stable, fearless peace that we truly
are. Repeated practice makes discovering an unimaginable joy that will never,
ever wane, not only possible, but also completely available right here and
now.

Self-inquiry points to using mental focus to trace arising thoughts back to
the source, the silent heart, Awareness. As the mind wanders, we bring it
back, again and again and again.

And each again delivers us a little deeper into our core conceptions and
conditioning, cutting deeper into all beliefs that form a false sense of who
we are. Each time the mind turns to thought, we use the mind (awareness) to
look at that thought. With earnestness, thoughts arise, but they mean
nothing, its all just a fragmented flow of irrelevant information. It is
empty energy, consciousness reflecting on itself. By looking into thoughts,
the flow ceases providing substance for identification.

When we believe in the mind and thoughts, it is hard to imagine life without
the loud thumping of thoughts in the head. When we see through the mind,
rooted in the truth of life as life itself, we can’t imagine being led
around on such a short leash by the mind.

Look for the ‘who’ and ‘what’…

Who am I?
What am I?

Fostered by not wanting answers to the inquiry, because there are none. You
are a wholeness that cannot be grasped. The mind may pipe in with an answer
to the question you are asking silently within, ignore it. There are no
answers to the truth of who you are, because YOU are far more complex and
dynamic than any answer the mind can conjure up. The truth of who you are is
divine silence, it is enough to know this conceptually, practice it with an
earnest heart and then dump the concepts to again assume your truth as
Absolute.

This is where faking it till you make it comes in handy. When I was in the
thick of losing identification with the body mind, even if a thought was
painful or shameful, I pressed forward internally as if it did not matter,
it’s like juking the mind, which it turns out is not hard since the mind is
unstable, paradoxical and unreliable.



If we believe in the thoughts in the head as real, it is likely emotions are
likewise unstable, paradoxical and unreliable indications of how things
really are. Imagine living without being beholden to the flux of the
biological body mind?! This is not to say feelings don’t arise, they do, but
again, they are observed rather than bought into, they are not dragged into
the mind to become conceptual emotions. This makes all the difference in the
world to living a stable, unified and reliable life.

So, we are observing thoughts, until at some point, even the observer
dissolves and all that is left is silent truth. Being. Love.

Your skies are always clear. Thoughts, like clouds, pass across your sky and
obscure the true, clear nature of who you really are.

Self-inquiry is not the only way to loosen the ties that bind us to the
illusion of obscuring mind clouds, but it is the most direct.

It took me approximately 6 months of intense, honest, often maddening inquiry
to fully de-condition the body mind and exist as the primacy of all objects
of consciousness. 6 months! It was a full time job, 24 hours a day, no
thought went without investigation, until finally I arrived on the flipside,
here, in this perfect now. The weird thing, I’ve always been here, but I just
could not see this when I believed in the passing clouds more than being
clear skies.

The thoughts in the head were difficult for me most of this life. Truthfully,
I was destroying myself at every turn, simply because I believed in thoughts
going through the head. And now, the thoughts in the head are transparent.
They still come, but they mean nothing.

It works, I am a living testimony to the awesome life-changing power of
self-inquiry.

I invite you to try it. Just start by using traffic lights when you are
driving- when you are stopped, as a thought appears- look at it. If another
appears, look at it- where is this thought coming from? To who is this
thought coming to? And celebrate the silence.

Focus attention on thoughts rather than getting lost in the typical red light
daydreams. Then, extend the practice into more and more aspects of your life,
until it becomes almost mechanical to look at arising thoughts. Then, that’s
where the real fun begins!! A great mystery is afoot, and it is calling you
to go inside and take a look at who you are!



balancing at sea

June 7, 2012 //

Are you happy? If yes, YES! Please disregard this love note. If no, maybe it
is time to right the ship so you can steady in the peace you are naturally.

In the big erratic ocean of life, unhappiness points to being weighted down
by the mind, by the thoughts in the head that you make you tip, like a ship,
heavily weighted to one side.

So much so, a good part of you is submerged in this crazy ocean, and it is
hard to catch a breath. When you are operating only from the mind, the ship
is tipped, but it was not built to travel like this. But we carry on all
wonky and one-sided nonetheless, and believe it’s normal.

How to right your ship? A little balance. A counterweight to all that heavy
stuff of the mind.

What is heavier than mind? The heart. The heart is the other half of you
found in silence, when the mind is quiet and not chatty with thinking. This
is the truth of who you are, your vessel is meant to sail the seas of life in
wholeness.

Knowing you beyond the mind in silence, the heart become buoyant and free, it
pulls the ship upright to stand confidently in fullness, balanced in both
wide open heart and unyielding peaceful mind.

And then, you are free to travel! Anywhere you want to go, these seas of life
are yours to explore peacefully and fearlessly.

This is how you are meant to sail- joy is your nature and birthright. And it
is right here, right now. Reach out to this Now and be here, feel your self
lifting to a natural stability and care not which direction the wind blows.



guru shmuru

June 8, 2012 //

If any holy person, teacher, sage or guru-type makes himself or herself out
to be anything special, know they are in one of the many sticky traps
littered along the unfolding as this simple, nonconceptual now. When we know
the truth of who we are in wholeness, a fundamental equality is affirmed, the
mental need to divide into haves and have-nots loses its drive.

In this now, equality is the fundamental basis for everything. Everything.
This now makes no discrimination or distinction. The mind is the
discriminator and distinction maker. But who we are is so much more than just
a collection of thoughts!

If someone needs to make their pointer about this now on the back of
anything- experience, innocence, love, anything at all, the pointer misses
the heart of honoring the total equanimity of source, where it’s all good.
Everything is in place. There are no levels of perfect, love and presence.
When you are this present moment itself, there are no levels of bliss, you
are quite naturally bliss itself.

Being in the now does not make anyone special, it makes everyone natural.
Natural things don’t go around patting themselves on the back for being
super natural. And they don’t go around pointing out how unnatural and
lacking others are. Natural things are equal, seeing all as equal. Natural
things are just here- being. There is nothing to instruct in how to be. No
path to right here. Nothing to seek in this. Nothing to know as the mystery
unfolds.



there is a blob in my head, and it’s not a booger or a
brain

June 9, 2012 //

We are not the thoughts in the head.

The mind throws random empty blobs of energy, also known as thoughts, by way
of symbols and images into the ever-clear sky of Being.

As these thought blobs arise into the sky, we either focus on them, or we
let them pass.

Focusing on thought blobs means either we are believing (and fostering a
framework of false identity and attachments) or we are suspicious of whatever
information the thought blobs bring.

By training the mind to lose the mind using self-inquiry, notice that blobs
no longer catch our attention as much. There is distance between that which
notices the blob and the blob itself. Look closer at thought blobs and they
dissolve easily. Blobs come and go, but don’t mean anything anymore.

Use the interplay between symbols and images, and the subsequent affirmation
or denial of these arising blobs, to stay in communion with life as Being.

If Being is masked by all these empty blob arisings affirmed consistently as
true, how stable does it seem? How clear are our skies from here? How
distinct is the sacred calling to BE an arising form of reality itself, one
equally among billions?

We are not the thoughts in the head. The message is simple. Fold this simple
affirmation into the many thought blobs that arise, this is enough. Just let
it hang out in the head with the other blobs, until it comes forward on its
own for interplay. Nothing more to do but Be.



nests

June 12, 2012 //

Now is the still wind blowing through the trees, the gentle reminding breeze
shaking off the nests of thoughts & beliefs built by the busy birds of life
flying all around us.

We cannot stop the birds from flying, or life from living, but we do not have
to allow them a comfortable space to nest in the head.

And, if we happen to find a bird nest, the now restores us to the truth of
who we are, a beautiful natural arising form, like a tree.

You are naturally, perfectly free. Mental nests are constructs of thoughts,
reflections about what the birds of life are doing and the desire to know why
they fly in the patterns they do.

Give the birds space to fly, and don’t give them any reason to circle back
looking for comfort.



you are One great indefinable mystery

June 17, 2012 //

The truth of who you are cannot be found by the mind and its antics, it is
only remembered in silence. The tool of self-inquiry points the way to this
remembering.

Self is an unknowable mystery, remain rooted in it by being suspicious of
mental movements that drag attention out of now with fancy reflections. Or
trust the elaborate i-maker, the thoughts in the head forming a false sense
of who the mind’s conditioning thinks itself to be. Through all experience,
during any circumstance, attention is on the mind or on the whole.

The thoughts in the head bring into play a thick layer of illusion that goes
with being the product of conditioning, this is where the illusion of
‘knowing’ reveals itself.

The more we think we know, the further from formless truth we are.

The mind is fancy. Presence is simple.

Use self-inquiry to directly experience which you are, the mind or Presence,
beyond the mind. Look into thoughts as they appear, using a focused mind
that relaxes into emptiness, it is clear from here thoughts are not real, so
why believe them?

This is it- the whole of my birdsong about waking up from life lived on the
short leash of the mind.

The mind and its behaviors, like beliefs and concepts, are born of
consciousness and it is all endlessly reflective. You and the oscillating
universe of experiencing you are, all arising forms of consciousness are the
moving children of the formless, silent and ever-present holy mother called
Awareness. She is the Mystery. She can’t be touched. Reach out and she is
gone. The mind is still and she is right here. Either way, she is you in all
your mysterious perfection, dancing totally free through life as a form
consciousness itself.

It is who we are, and it can’t be understood or experienced. It is the sheer
beingness each of us IS equally and abundantly, without effort. It is very
easy for you to be you without the mind. Only the mind makes this difficult
or complicated because it wants to keep its full-time job of leading you
around.

It takes is a shift in perception, a distancing from the chattering mind,
and the world becomes luminously reflective in billions of perfectly arising
forms of you everywhere. This is love loving love endlessly here.

We can’t help but be who we are. We are truth itself, no middleman here, you



We can’t help but be who we are. We are truth itself, no middleman here, you
are Christ Consciousness, all Self-Radiant Rigpa, luminous Buddha Mind, the
unbreakable matrix of Holy Love- these are not ‘things’ we ‘know’ from a
distance, these concepts point to the very non-conceptual truth we actually
are underneath this humansuit- untouchable, formless, timeless and seamless.

We go around pretending to be some thing or concept called a human being,
but we are really consciousness playing Being human.

Truth is loud and it will be heard, no matter how noisy the mind is. The part
of you that hears the loud truth inside, the part of you that wonders why
lasting peace seems so elusive? Listen to this. This is your inner-guru
reminding you, there is nothing wrong with you or life as it stands just as
it is now. You lack nothing, it is all here. Everything is in place, so
there is no place to go. You shine, a beautiful godhead living and breathing
as the reality of heaven on earth.

Who will stand up to you as the total mysterious functioning of existence
itself and claim you are not perfectly enough, just as you are?

Tell this mind~> you’re fired!



you are IT

June 18, 2012 //

As Reality itself, there is nothing more you need or need to do right now.
No where to go. It’s all here, the tools and wisdom come teeming from all
sides and you can’t help but make the right move without moving one bit. You
are the ineffable responsive flow to this arising now, however it comes, you
know just what to do.

You are enough.

This is the way of true self, always alert and present behind all the noisy
thinking of mind.

The mind can’t take in the total functioning of life, the pain and suffering
are too much, so it compartmentalizes life into tidy incomplete stories of
lack. We believe in these stories. They represent a fraction of the whole and
then the mind makes claims on that fraction as if it is the real. This is the
illusion most of us live in and as pain or suffering arise, the mind steps
in right away to anesthetize us, the host of life, from hurting.

And we agree with all this compartmentalizing because, who really wants to
hurt?

But hurting is here. Life is here in equally arising forms and none of it
can be denied without parsing it into what is welcome and what is not. This
is the mind in control, not wholeness affirming the total picture.

True Self in wholeness is real. You have everything you need, so why turn
from the hurt of life?

The mind cannot handle pain and suffering and confusion, but the truth of who
you are in wholeness has never been touched, and from this place of aware
wholeness, nothing is impossible to handle.

Walk right into the hurt, don’t listen to the mind, it has no clue how truly,
deeply gifted you are to handle whatever comes your way.

As we stand as wholeness deep in the eye of the storm, the winds calm, chaos
dissolves and divine order is remembered as the way it’s always been here.



can’t touch This

June 21, 2012 //

Consciousness is the nature of everything. All the life forms swirling
around- material forms, thought forms, perceptual forms, all forms rise as
objects within consciousness, made up of consciousness coming from and
returning to the substratum of empty Awareness, the ever-still unborn mother
of all these conscious arisings. This is the interplay of life itself, and
you are IT- the total package!

What appears to be different layers or functions, are all one simultaneous
movement. The mind, the great organizer, divides the total package into
parts, but the division is an illusion. It is not real. Any identity created
of divided consciousness is also an illusion. It is not real. The mind is
taking tiny fragments of a great mystery and is trying to make sense of
them, but in that effort, it loses the total package, which is that you are
perfect, whole, ever-present Awareness.

If for any reason you believe yourself to be insufficiently qualified to
handle anything today, it is because you are focusing on the divided mind
more than the total package you naturally are.

Re-mind the mind by looking past its constant divisive thinking, and focus
attention on the space around thinking. This space is vast and quiet, it
contains the thinking mind. Look around a thought. Who is thinking the
thought? Where is this thought? Is there an image with this thought? Again
and again, the total package affirms the perfectly empty space you are right
here as an arising form hosting other forms.

Ahhhhhhhhh…here it is. This Awareness has always always always been with you.
It’s never moved. It is aware of reading these words. Yep. That is the total
package of your quite natural badassery. Stay here, in this space, and when
thoughts come, invite them into the space too.

Remember that MC Hammer song, Can’t Touch This?

Break it down! Stop, NOW time! Can’t touch This.

Can’t touch the truth of you, seeing all arising objects of consciousness as
you dancing with you in all forms and there is nothing, NOTHING! you cannot
handle today.

Can’t touch This.



being in awe

June 24, 2012 //

Almost all fear is driven by the unknown. One of the biggest gifts you can
give yourself, is the understanding that you are a mystery and magic that
can’t be known by the mind or anything in the world outside of you.

You are your own great unfolding mystery.

If everything real about you is beyond the knowing mind, what is there to
fear?

Take a deep breath and step confidently into everything you are afraid of,
this is how we flirt deeply with this mystery. Wanna roll in the deep? My
friend, you ARE the deep, so sink on in and enjoy your Self, relax, just be,
flow into the fearless heart. This is where the real you is and has always
been, right here.

Fear driven by the unknown loses weight when it is understood as the mystery
unfolding, it is all good now.

Humans are not naturally fearful creatures. But we sure are conditioned by a
slew of experiences that foster belief in and perpetuate the conditioned
habits of fear. Fear is not real. It is the mind trying to make sense of a
wild mystery, but it cannot because it and all its thoughts are within the
wild mystery!

Practical fear has its place, please do not become lion food! Emotional fear
has its place too. It is a direct pointing finger of the inner-guru,
reminding you where you need to direct self-inquiry to defragment the
illusions of fear. Trace it all to the source, into the mystery itself and
root in your unknowable emptiness.

Watch the illusion of fear dissolving. It is nothing, never was, just a
theatrical production of mind, and you are WAY more awesome than a mind
production.

Offer fear the benefit of doubt by moving towards it, investigate it because
it deserves your attention. The inner-guru waits in the attention of doubting
fear, inviting you into being the mystery and magic you clearly are.

To meet at any slice of these equally unfolding mysteries of life with
anything except a sense of awe, is to miss out the celebration of being the
mystery itself.



you be it

June 25, 2012 //

This- that is here and knows the mind body are also here, this is awareness
and it has always been with you.

Life is always changing, everything is changing, except awareness. It sees
the change unfolding. It never changes. It’s the thing that surrounds all
experiences and embraces them, without exception.

Unchanging awareness has active children, one of which is consciousness.
Within consciousness, there are all these rising thoughts in the head. These
thoughts are like tiny mirrors inside the mind, reflecting whatever happens,
whatever experiences arise in life.

Because life is changing, the mind tries to make sense of it all with these
mirrored reflections, mental stories.

Some of us have no idea these are even mirrors, we are lost in and identified
with the constant reflectivity of the world outside, and we take some comfort
in making up and affirming stories about the reflections.

Then, some of us realize these reflections arise and there is space between
the thought reflection and being aware of the thought reflection. There may
be a short story about what is happening, but it is not identified with, we
don’t look in the mirror long. A quick glance at an arising mirror of
thought reads just like that, quick, no big deal.

Sometimes, usually when life gets hairy, an arising mirror of thought is so
full of reflections, it steals attention. The more we look into a reflecting
mirror of thought arising in the mind, the more we think we see in the
mirror, the more complex the story becomes.

The mind bifurcates, it divides the root thought into weird branches of
other thoughts, all played out in the reflecting mirror of the original root
thought.

The more we look into the mirror, the more dynamic the mental spectacle
becomes. The story gets complicated, the illusion becomes more and more real.

We all have complicated arising mirrors. But, no matter how fascinating the
spectacle is, it is not real. And, it is a massive distortion from the
original root thought. The more the mind bifurcates, the more distorted the
reflection gets.

Any comfort we feel in these complex reflecting mirrors of thoughts, is not
real comfort, it is only the illusion of comfort. It will only last so long
as the mirror sustains the reflection, which won’t be long because mental
mirrors tend to crack easily. This means we need to take on more mirrors,



mirrors tend to crack easily. This means we need to take on more mirrors,
more stories, just to maintain the illusion of comfort with whatever life
slings our way.

All this unnecessary effort for second-hand comfort!

The real deal is right here.

Don’t settle for second best.

Life is moving, but you are not. You are the stillness underpinning the
moving cogs of life. Whatever is here will change, but the awareness aware
of the changes never changes. This is where the real deal is, take comfort in
the real, which is the effortless and timeless true you.

The minds reflecting mirrors are fascinating!

Many of us are content with losing ourselves again and again in attachments
to reflections of the mind.

Some of us are suspicious of these mirrors. We see how thin they are, ready
to crack at any time, as soon as things change.

And some of us just kick back as awareness, here the comfort could not be
more stable. We enjoy the spectacle of reflections as they rise, interact as
dissolve as objects of consciousness. Sometimes we look, sometimes we don’t.

Either way, we affirm mental reflections are always changing, in total
harmony with the experiences of life itself, and always, in all ways, we are
the eternal unchanging stillness behind it all.


